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Dear Friends,
As the years go by, we welcome each 
day with an open mind so that we may 
learn and grow. On September 12th, 
we celebrated the 12th foundation 
anniversary of Erkunt Tractor Ind. Inc., 
without whom ArmaTrac would not have 
been possible. 

Thinking back, I can remember the 
early days of our decision to establish 
a company to manufacture tractors. 
It was 2003, and while some thought 
we were too quixotic, others fervently 
supported our mission without a 
moment’s hesitation. At the time, the 
sector in Turkey was wildly competitive, 
and we would be up against the 
biggest tractor brands in the game. 
In other words, our naysayers did  
have a point.

And yet, here we are. It has been  
12 years since that day, and I am 
overjoyed to witness the extent to which 
we have overcome all the difficulties 
we have faced. We have worked hard, 
and unsurprisingly for us, the quality 
of our products has become eye-
catching: after becoming a TURQUALITY 
registered brand, have now been 
awareded the TURQUM quality mark on 
our tractors. Had we not been adamant 
about exploring the exact needs of 
farmers from all over the world, had we 
not been determined to improve our 
technology efficiently, I would not be 
telling you this success story today.  

I have the Erkunt Tractor and ArmaTrac 
family to thank for their continual 
efforts and unabated loyalty. We have 
worked our fingers to the bone for this 
mission, and we will continue to do so. 
Our passion for excellence will never 
cease; we will always keep evolving to 
empower the farmer, because this is 
who we are and the only thing that we 
would never consider changing.

Stay tuned for our new developments, 
and become a part of our success story.

Sincerely,

Zeynep ERKUNT ARMAĞAN
CEO

ArmaTrac leads the way in Cyprus

ArmaTrac continues to uphold its rank at 
the top of the Cypriot tractor market, where 
agriculture is currently blossoming in light 
of the Northern Cyprus Water Supply Project. 
The sales team at ArmaTrac is more than 
ready to meet the steadily rising demand 
of this rapidly-expanding market, and it 
does not look like the competition will be 
overtaking them anytime soon.

Commitment to Customer 
Satisfaction

ArmaTrac has always firmly held the belief 
that customer service is the most significant 
factor in creating a successful brand. 
Since tractors are predominantly used in 
harsh working conditions, regular care and 
maintenance by experts are paramount 
to the tractors’ longevity. Furthermore, 
farmers’ critical feedback is another 
essential principle in perfecting product 
design. For all these reasons, ArmaTrac 
recently became the first tractor brand to 
be presented with the ISO 10002 Customer 
Satisfaction and Complaint Management 
Standards Certification. This certificate 
indicates that ArmaTrac is proficient at 
listening to and creating solutions for its 
customers quickly and effectively. With their 
35 thousand customers in Turkey, ArmaTrac’s 
manufacturer Erkunt Tractor Ind. Inc. do not 
make empty claims when they insist that they 
are well ahead of many of their competitors 
for reliable communication.

12 Years of Dedication to Farmers 
and Agriculture
This year, Erkunt Tractor Ind. Inc., the 
manufacturing company of ArmaTrac, 
celebrates the 12th anniversary of its 
foundation. The company was established 
in 2003 and produced its first originally 
designed tractor in 2004. Three years after 
that, ArmaTrac was born: our international 
brand whose aim is to empower farmers 
around the world. Long live Erkunt, and long 
live ArmaTrac!

ArmaTrac’s official Cypriot dealer 
Özfem LTD. attended the Agri Cyprus 
Agricultural Exhibition in Northern 
Cyprus between 11th and 14th 
September. Despite the heavy heat, 
the huge crowd of visitors thoroughly 
enjoyed ArmaTrac’s high performance at 
the field demonstrations.

Field Demo Report: An 
Unforgettable Field 
Demonstration in North Cyprus 



ArmaTrac has reached its furthest milestone yet! For 4 months, our people have been in 
discussion with Ford Tractor Philippines, Inc., and ArmaTrac models have been found to 
be very compatible with the Filipino agricultural sector. Our dealer candidate also paid 
our company a visit this July to take a closer look at the factory where ArmaTrac tractors 
are manufactured. As a result, we sold our first tractors to the Philippines.

Ford Tractor Philippines, Inc. is well known for having one of the highest sales figures in 
the country with its 6 different sub-dealers and services. We hope that ArmaTrac will be 
another success story for our dealer, and that ArmaTrac will become the farmer’s best 
friend in the Philippines as well.

Q & A with Our New Dealer

1. What convinced you to become an 
ArmaTrac dealer?

I personally researched all the existing 
tractor brands and visited a few tractor 
manufacturers from different countries. 
We decided to become an ArmaTrac dealer 
because we see the company’s potential and 
how fast it is currently growing. Furthermore, 
we appreciate the flexibility of the ArmaTrac 
sales team during our visit to Ankara: it made 
us believe that we have the same goals and 
can have a successful long term business 
relationship.

2. Why do you think farmers will like this 
brand?

We believe that farmers will like ArmaTrac because they love Perkins engines and Carraro 
in the Philippines, and also because it is a good product being sold at a reasonable price 
with available parts and after-sales service by our company.

3. What would you suggest to farmers who are interested in buying a new tractor?

We would suggest that they try ArmaTrac tractors due to the high quality of its 
components, such as Perkins engines with high torque and good fuel efficiency, and 
comfortable platforms for the operators. Our customers can choose from the models 
that we have carefully selected to give them exactly what they need. 

Say Hello to Our New Dealer: Philippines Where We’ve Been
Field Demonstrations
North Cyprus - September
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Exhibitions
Agri Cyprus, Northern Cyprus - September
Agriworks Expo, Sandringham Farm, 
Stellenbosch - October
Ramava, Latvia - October

Future 
Destinations
Field Demonstrations and 
Launch Days (dates may vary)

Sudan: 20 October - 25 October
Ethiopia: 28 November - 5 December

Exhibitions
Moldagrotech, Moldova: 21-24 October
Agritechnica, Germany: 8-14 November
Indagra, Romania: 28 Oct.-1 November
Agri Cape Week, Kleinplasie, Worcester:
28 – 31 October  

Follow Us
www.armatrac.com
www.facebook.com/ArmaTrac
www.linkedin.com/company/armatrac


